syscomtec Distribution with powerful AV Products at ISE 2019
Booth E120, Hall 8: Innovations in the fields of signal management, transmission technology,
and digital signage
Oberhaching/Munich, January 2019. From 5 to 8 February 2019, syscomtec Distribution AG will
present the latest products from international AV manufacturers at Integrated Systems Europe (ISE).
Highlights are wireless collaboration solutions, Digital Signage player and displays, UHD Multiviewer,
as well as 4K/UHD and USB Extender.
The distributor syscomtec is the specialist for transmission technology, signal management and digital
signage and sells innovative high-tech products to specialized dealers and system houses beyond the
German-speaking countries.
At ISE syscomtec represents leading companies such as Bluefin, BrightSign, CYP Europe,
easescreen, i3-Technologies, Icron Technologies, Kramer, Ophit, ProDVX, and RGB Spectrum.
Signal Management
RGB Spectrum: the new «QuadView® UHD» Multiviewer is a high performance quad screen splitter
and presentation switcher and scaler designed for displaying up to four sources simultaneously on a
single screen in a variety of creative layouts. Up to 16 layouts are provided - including quad split, full
screen, triple windows, and side-by-side mode. Both HD and UHD inputs can be displayed without
downscaling, taking full advantage of the QuadView UHD’s remarkable image processing. The
Multiviewer also includes HDCP authentication and EDID management functionally and supports IR,
RS-232, Telnet, and Ethernet. >From the boardroom to the digital signage marquee, to the control
room, the QuadView UHD represents the next evolution in multiviewer technology.
i3-Technologies: syscomtec introduces «i3SYNC PRO FHD», a new wireless compact Plug & Play
presentation tool. It allows up to 254 users to share their screen with others at the push of a button.
Since no installation is necessary, it can be used flexibly on any HDMI-enabled device, and video and
audio files can be displayed in high quality on large screens. No matter whether the user is using a
PC, smartphone, tablet or a camera.
Transmission technology
CYP Europe: «PUV-1510TX/RX» is a transmitter and receiver system that enables the transmission of
video resolutions up to 4K UHD, along with HD audio, 2-way IR, RS-232, PoH (Power over HDBaseT),
and LAN signals up to 100 m over a single CAT6a/7 cable. This solution provides advanced signal
management ensuring reliable results in demanding installation environments.
Icron Technologies: The new "EL5363 HDMI + USB 2.0 Extender Set" enables the uncompressed
transmission of HD video as HDMI and USB 2.0 signal up to 100 meters via only one CAT 5e/6/7
cable. The system supports resolutions of 4Kp30, 1080p, 3D, Deep Color, and CEC/HDCP passthrough. The integrated ExtremeUSB® suite allows connection of keyboards, mice, flash drives, audio,
and other USB 2.0 and 1.1 devices. It offers true plug & play and is compatible with Windows®,
macOS™, Linux®, and ChromeOS™ operating systems. The KVM extender is used in applications for
proAV, medical technology, video production, home automation, room booking, as well in interactive
digital signage and industrial control systems.
Ophit: from the specialist for fiber optic transmission syscomtec presents the optical "DisplayPort 1.2
fiber extender FTDS". It complies with the DisplayPort 1.2 standard and achieves a resolution of 4KUHD (3840x2160 or 4096x2160@60Hz). The Extender enables the transmission of high-quality 4K
resolution up to 200 meters over only one SC multimode fiber without signal losses.

Digital Signage
BrightSign: In addition to various Series 4 models the 4K and Full HD media player «BrightSign
XT1144» will be shown. With 4K upscaling and dual decoder, the player enables the simultaneous
playback of native 4K, HD and live TV content. It supports HTML5, PoE+, GPIO, M.2 SSD interface,
analog/digital audio and RSS feeds as well as Dolby Vision and HDR10+. It also features HDMI 2.0
input and output, RS232, 2x USB ports, LAN, dual USB for touch screens and a 3.5mm IR out slot.
The ideal Digital Signage player for high-end applications in 4K. The free editing software BrightAuthor
is available for the comfortable design and administration of the display contents.
ProDVX: New in syscomtec's product range are high-quality Digital Signage Displays from ProDVX.
The displays are equipped with ARM Cortex A17 and Quad Core processors, RJ45 LAN, USB, and
Micro USB connectors as well as eMMC flash memory and support WLAN, Bluetooth and Power over
Ethernet. The devices are available with screen size from 7 "to 32" with different touch technologies
(Resistive, SAW, Pro-Cap, IR) and different housings for frameless wall mounting. The cooling is
fanless and they are designed for 24/7 operation. Rich accessories make assembly easier and allow
more applications through the use of NFC modules, barcode scanners and MSR readers.

About syscomtec
syscomtec Distribution AG is the competent partner for transmission technology, signal management, and Digital
Signage. The company distributes innovative high-tech products and solutions such as fiber, HDBaseT and IPbased transmission systems, matrix and switcher for DVI, DisplayPort and HDMI, media players, Digital Signage
software, media player and displays, as well as high-brightness monitors from leading international manufacturers
to specialist suppliers and system houses in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. As a procurement distributor
syscomtec logistically bridges the distance for their customers to America and Asia. In addition to traditional sales,
the distributor also supports its partners in the commissioning of complex AV systems and offers consulting
services and training. syscomtec Distribution AG was founded in 1996 and has its headquarter in Oberhaching
near Munich. www.syscomtec.com
syscomtec is Preferred Partner of "AV-Solution Partner", the largest cooperation of independent AV system
houses and integrators in German-speaking regions. www.av-solutionpartner.de
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BrightSign XT1144: The 4K and Full HD player with 4K upscaling
and dual decoder enables simultaneous playback of native 4K,
HD and Live TV content.

PUV-1510TX/RX: transmitter and receiver system that enables the
transmission of video resolutions up to 4K UHD, along with HD
audio, 2-way IR, RS-232, PoH, and LAN signals up to 100m.

i3SYNC PRO FHD: wireless compact „Plug & Play“ presentation
system. It can connect up to 254 users to share their screen with
others at the push of a button.

EL5363 HDMI + USB 2.0 Extender Set : enables uncompressed
video and USB 2.0 transmission of 4Kp30, 1080p, 3D as well as
CEC and HDCP up to 100 meters over a single CAT 5e/6/7 cable.

DisplayPort 1.2 Fiber Optic Extender FTDS: complies with the
DisplayPort 1.2 standard and achieves a resolution of 4K/UHD.
Enables the transmission of high-quality 4K resolution up to 200m.

Digital Signage-Displays: 7 - 32“ Displays with ARM Cortex A17
or quad-core processors, RJ45 LAN, USB, and Micro-USB connections as well as eMMC flash memory.

QuadView® UHD: high performance multiviewer designed for
displaying up to four sources simultaneously with a variety of
layouts on a single monitor.
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